X such that Aj. dim X/Ap=m = dim X+l:
B. H?(U)=ZP"', for any connected open subset U of X\AV. Property B is hard to achieve ; and this indicates the power of these techniques (e.g., see Lemma 1.3 
.2).
To see why one is interested in such properties, recall the famous and as yet unsolved Hilbert-Smith Conjecture.
If a compact group G acts freely(y) on a manifold, then G is a Lie group.
To prove this conjecture, it would suffice, [5] , [7] or [1] , to show that no /?-adic group can act freely on a manifold. Thus in the past, researchers have looked for whatever surprising consequences they could find from the assumption that a /?-adic group Av acts freely on an «-manifold X. In 1940, P. A. Smith [5] found, A0. dim X/Ap^dim X. Later, C. T. Yang [7] found A2. dim XnIAp = m = àim X+2 (or oo); and B. Hm(U)=Zp", U any connected open subset of X/Ap.
These two properties were also proved in [1] as easy (at least in the free case) consequences of the computation (*) H"(BAp) = Z ifq = 0, = Zp« if q = 2, = 0 otherwise, where BAp is the classifying space of Ap. The proof is as follows: using (*), a wellknown spectral sequence has Zp=° as a corner term, and out pop A2 and B. Thus, these two properties are the two most salient consequences of the assumption that Ap acts on a manifold.
In [4] , Frank Raymond and the author gave an example in which A2 holds. The space of course was not a manifold and B was far from true. The current example represents the author's best attempts to construct an example of a /»-adic transformation group having these two properties.
Indeed, it is conjectured that A2 and B cannot occur together for any space X, at least if dim X\AV <co. A weak version of this conjecture is proved in Part II, to wit : the current technique of construction cannot yield an example satisfying A2 andB.
Though very weak, this result is of interest for three reasons: (1) the existence of the example satisfying Ax and B; (2) the "obstruction" is a rather delicate one; and (3) the success of this technique of construction is very nearly necessary for the existence of such an example. That is, this line of reasoning ("if there is an example, then it can be constructed in such-and-such a way") could well lead to a proof of the Hilbert-Smith Conjecture.
Finally we give yet another reason for a renewed attack on this old problem in the form of a compact, 2-dimensional "classifying space" B'Ap, due to E. E. Floyd. The point is, ordinary cohomology does not distinguish between a "real" classifying space and B'Ap, though all the results on this conjecture can be obtained via H*(BAp) or its isomorph, H*(B'Ap). However, complex ^-theory does distinguish between BA and B'Ap. Perhaps Ä^-theory and some version of the spectral sequence alluded to above could lead to new results on this problem. 0. Notation and conventions. We will use Sn to denote a topological «-sphere. Z will be the integers, Zv=Z\pZ, and the/»-adic group Av is the inverse limit of the sequence ZP^ZP*^-■■■ in which each map sends a generator into a generator. Zp» is the dual of Ap and is thus the group of/»'-roots of unity, /= 1,2,.... 1 will denote any identity map as well as certain inclusions; if K is an «-circuit with boundary, 8K will denote its boundary. Cech cohomology is used and H* indicates compact supports. If a group n acts on a space X, Xj-n indicates its orbit space. If {/J, i= 1,...,«, is a family of periodic maps defined on a subset A of X, then we may identify the orbits of A under the group n generated by {/J, /'= 1,..., n, to form a new space Y. This device is used throughout.
Finally we will make use of the functor defined in [6] . Let sn be the standard «-simplex, thought of as a complex, and hence as closed. A simplex «j in a complex A'is otherwise always taken as open. K' denotes the 1st barycentric subdivision of K. The notation differs from that of [6] in that the factors K, X are reversed, which now seems more natural. Thus for an «-complex K a space X and a map q:X-+sn, Kà.aX={(k,x)eKxX: <$k=qx} where <f>:K-+sn is the simplicial [October map determined on K' as follows. A typical vertex of K' is the barycenter ¿?(ct') of some /'-dimensional simplex o-' of K. Then 0(6(ct')) = vh the ¡th vertex of sn, relative to some fixed ordering of the vertices of sn. (See [6] for other details.)
I. An Example Satisfying Ax and B.
1. Description of the example. 1.1. First define the sequence {an} of integers by ax = 1; an+1 = an + n\.
Let TTn he cyclic of order/?"«. Then Ap is the inverse limit of the sequence TTx <-TT2 <-TT3 <-in which the map A": 7rn + 1 -> ttu sends a generator, say gn+1, of 7rn+1 into the generator gn of nn.
Next, we describe the building blocks :
4>i'. X^-X the rotation of S1 through 2tt¡pí radians, rtiX->XI4>t = X.
We suppose A'triangulated in accordance with [6, SOI, p. 322]. 1.2. Let Kbe a triangulated 2-manifold. We successively modify K getting {Kn}, then {Ln}. The example will be a limit of the L"'s. As the steps defining {Kn} and {£"} are quite complicated, we first briefly describe these for « = 1 and 2: Let ZCbe a triangulated oriented 2-manifold, say a two-sphere, Kx = K\0X, K2 = KAqiXAqoX, (hereqx = q0rx), 1 Ar-jA^o : Z^AQl XAQo X -> KAQo X (see [6, §1] ). Then Bx = KAB<=:Kx, and B2 = KABAX KJ KkXhB^K2, and Kf is an orientable manifold with boundary B¡. Then form Lx from ttx x K± by identifying the points of ^ x Bx under gx x 1 A^j ; ttx still acts on Lx, with generator induced bŷ xl. Finally ZZ2(L1/7r1)=Zp. Form L2 by identifying the points of tt2xB2<=tt2xK2 as follows: the points of 772 x KtxBlxX are identified under the period p2 map g2 x 1A^2A1. We identify the points of 7T2 x KAXixB under the group of order p2, generated by the two period p maps ggxlA^jAl and gg x lAlA^j. 7r2 still acts on L2, generated by the map induced by g2x 1. We show below that H2(M2\tt2)=Zp^ and that the induced homomorphism is the usual injection Zp ->Zp2. The maps qifj : X -*■ s2 by lu = a0rbu-(Note q2x=qx and qxx=^22=ao-) We can now define Kn:
From now on we will write Au in place of AQij. Note that lARnA--.ARnAq0:Kn+x-+Kn is defined and yields
Next let Bn, Bni^Kn be defined by BnA = KAntlXA-■■XAniBAnii+xXA-■ -An¡nX; Thus KAqiX is a 2-manifold with boundary dKAQiX u KAq.B, as these are the sets which map onto dKAxS2 and AAX 8D under lAqlj. The orientability of KAQiX also follows from the fact that lAq'tj is a local homeomorphism. This last is easily seen by assuming the contrary and looking at an orientation reversing curve in KAqiX. 1.4 . Note that the map Kn + 1 -> Kn does not send Bn + 1 into Bn. That is, ZZn + 1) ->-Bni, for i^n, but ZZn + i," + i -> (the barycenters of the two cells of ZQ. We call this last set ZZnn + 1, and define Bn=Bn u ZZn>n + 1. We now have a map of pairs (Kn+1, Bn + 1)^(Kn, Brt). These are relative manifolds and our next task is to compute the degree of this map. is of degree m-pn\ i= 1,..., n; and
is of degree m, where dKx+ = dKx together with all barycenters of the two Simplexes of Kl.
Proof. Just as in the proof of Lemma 1.3.2 we note that the map (fARn) is a local homeomorphism with degree locally the degree of Rn: X-* X, which is/?n!. Thus the degree of (fARn) is everywhere ±pn'\ If the degrees occurred with different signs, they would determine distinct components of the interior of K2. But this is connected, as both K2 -dK2 and X-B are connected. This proves (a). The proof of (b) is the same, except that qQ has degree 1, instead of pn\ 1.5. Note that 7r¡ acts on K¡, so that Ap acts on the inverse limit. One easily sees (e.g., using 3.1.2, below) that the inverse limit of
is 1-dimensional, as is the limit of
We next introduce identification among the points of -nn x Z?n<=7rn x Kn to form L". This is to be done in such a way that the inverse system Lx <-L2 <-is still defined and still has dimension 1. Clearly Ap acts on the second of these limits via 7T¡ acting on w,xAj; this action will induce an action via 7r¡ on L, and hence an action of Ap on the inverse limit. Finally the inverse limit
Lxl'"! •*-E2\tt2 <-■ ■ ■ is to be 2-dimensional and have the local groups as specified. Proof. This is trivially true for «= 1. By induction, we have, for i£n, 2 C«+1 = 2 (C«+ 2 C"4 -nl + n-nl = (n+l)\. Proof. On TTn x Kn, -nn is generated by gn x 1 which clearly commutes with all the identification maps of (1.7.1), so that this induces an action of nn on Mn. To see that this action is free, note first the obvious criterion : Lemma 1.8.1. If tt and p act freely on a space X and commute, then tt acts freely on Xjp if and only if the direct product nx p acts freely on X.
To see that Lemma 1.8.1 applies to Lemma 1.8, note that the ingredients of the maps of (1.7.1)n>i, that is, the gn(C",)'s and ^(C/^ys all act freely on Bni. Next, a typical element of the group generated by the various maps of (1. Proof. This is just the fact that Kgn + i^gn-We have therefore proved 1.10. Ap acts freely on the inverse limit, L, of As these generate a free group action of order 2; C¡)=n\, we see that Lnj-rrn is a relative, oriented manifold with boundary /Jn = the image of £"/7r", and with boundary map is of degree /?°';!) for/a«. This uses the fact that C/n + l + 1 is the complete inverse image of Un+i. Now for sufficiently large i, Vn+i n Bn+ij= 0, as ZZ( is erdense in A¡ where e, ->-0 as / -> 00. But these facts play the role of 1.4 so that one gets analogies of (2. 3. That L is 1-dimensional. 3.0. dimL^l.
Proof. For each «, the map Ln + x -B'n + x -> Ln -B'n + is a covering map. Thus the inverse image of a 1-simplex ox under the map L -> Lx is homeomorphic to ax x Ap.
This is 1-dimensional and thus dimL^ 1.
3.1. Thus it suffices to prove dimL^ 1. We will do this via a general criterion for an inverse limit to be of dimension á«. We also include an analogous criterion for the other inequality.
3.1.1. Definition. Suppose K, L are simplicial complexes and /: K -> L is a map (not necessarily simplicial). We say/is simplicially of dimension ^n provided there is a map g : K -> («-skeleton of L) such that for all ke K, g(k) e d, where o is the unique open simplex of L containing f(k).
3.1.2. Suppose Xis the inverse limit of a sequence of finite r-dimensional complexes, that/ is simplicial relative to a subdivision of Kt and that/: Ki + 1 -*■ K[ is simplicially of dimension ^«. Then dim X^n.
Proof. Let g¡ : Zí¡ + x ->■ A/ be as guaranteed in the definition of simplicially of dimension =« and let «¡: X->-Zí¡ be the coordinate map Ar-> Ai + 1 followed by g¡. Then «¡ maps X into an «-complex, for all i. Thus it will complete the proof [2, p. 71] to show that «¡ is an q-map, with e, -> 0 as i -> 00.
As this is independent of the metric, we first choose a metric p, for Kt so that Kx has diameter á 1 /2', and then set p(x, y) = 2(™ 1 i>i(Xi, ^0, for rjel This yields a metric for X. Now for each m, i the map // +1 ■ • /m : Zim + j -> ZC¡ is simplicial relative to the (m + 1 -i')th-barycentric subdivision of AT,. Thus if x, y e X, and xm + i, ym + l are in an r-simplex 5, then pt(xu yl)£(r¡(r+ l))nJrl-i¡2i, i= l,2,...,m.
Then p(x,y)ïNm = 2r=m+x l/2' + 2r=1 (r¡(r+ l))m + 
7i
/s * are monic, where Li + x=ff1(L^), for all /'. Hence this limit is nontrivial. But this limit is just Hn(X, F«,), where L«, is the inverse limit of Lx -<-F2 <--■-, so that dim X^n.
3.3. We now return to the task of establishing the dimension of our example, and will use the notation of §1. We first define «" to agree with/n on fir1 (1-skeleton of TTnxKn). Next, if <r is a 2-simplex of irnxK'n, then/"" ^i) consists of/»<n + 1)! copies of X. The general fact follows from [6, p. 321 ] and the specific counting from the definitions of A", Rn, (1.1), (1.3).
Let X0 be one of these copies of X and let r¡ : X ->■ X0 and p : s2 ->■ ö be homeomorphisms such that/, | X0 = pqo-q~i. Next let pl5..., pn + 1 be the first « maps of Note also that fn(x), hn(x) e ö, where a is the unique simplex containing /"(*), i.e., hn is a "simplicial" approximation to «". Our only hedge is that hn may not be simplicial-which does not harm its value as an approximation.
Finally we wish to show that «" induces a map Ln + 1 ->-L". Thus consider the and these points both go into ¡x(9). Thus hn induces a map hn: Ln + 1 -> (1-skeleton Ln) and this completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.1.
II. Why This Construction
Cannot Yield A2 and B One can follow the pattern of Part I, §1 a long way toward the construction of an example satisfying A2 and B. But this process breaks down for a rather subtle reason, and it is this reason that we want to elucidate in this section.
Our method is to present the analogous construction, and show that one of the steps of §1 cannot be carried out. We will aim at a 2-dimensional example for simplicity even though 3 is the smallest dimension for which a counterexample to the Hilbert-Smith Conjecture could possibly exist [3, p. 249].
4.1. Let dsi = S3 = S0-* S} and let A be a small tubular neighborhood of 5¿.
The exact relation between these various structures will be specified below. Note that S3 -N=S1 x D2, where D2 is a 2-disk. We use this in defining
<f>{: X->-X is to be a rotation, relative to S1, through an angle of 2trfpi radians.
Define q0 : X ->■ s* by
Here the first map collapses the tubular neighborhood N back down along its fibers to S2. The next collapses S3 x 1 to a single point b, the barycenter of s*. Thus q0 collapses each orbit of 4>i | B to a single point for all i.
So is chosen to pass through the barycenters bh i=0,..., 4 of the 3-simplexes of si, to be orthogonal to the 2-simplexes it hits and to miss the 1-skeleton. Define rt,qt: X^s* by rt: X-+X/cf>i = X, qi= q0rt.
4.2.
One can now repeat the construction just as in Part I, §1 ; we will need to consider only Lx and L2. ttx and n2 are as in Part I, §1.
Let A" be a 4-sphere with a fixed triangulation and let Kx = KAQoX, Bx = KAB c Kx,
One can show just as in Part I, that K{ is an orientable 4-circuit with boundary Bh i= 1, 2, and that the map lArAq0: (K2, B2) -> (Kx, Bf) is of degree/», where Bt =BX together with a certain 2-dimensional subset, containing the dual 1-skeleton of K'x. Form Lx from ttx x Kx by identifying the points of ttx x Bx under the period p map gxxlA<j>x. Then gjXlAl generates the action of ttx on nxxK and induces an action on Lx.
Next consider the identification to be made on tt2 x B2 to yield L2 from n2 x K2. On tt2 x B2X this must be generated by a map g2 x lA<j>2Ar, where r: 1^ X is some map of period p2. This is true because the map Xx x lArxAq0: tt2xK2-+ttxx Kx must send these identifications into those generated by gx x 1 x<j>x. Now as q0: X -> X is a homeomorphism away from B, it follows that r | X-B is the identity.
But X-B is dense in X and therefore n2xKABAX-B is dense in tt2xKABAX.
Thus g2 x lA(j>2Ar=g2 x 1A«£2A1 throughout tt2 x B2X.
So far there has been little choice of maps with which to make identifications. But with 7T2 x B22 this changes considerably. Thus we will list all the possible (uniform) choices and show that none works.
4.3. In order that a group action be used for this identification, its orbits must be collapsed under the map to ttx x KAX. There are three such group actions on tt2 x B22 = tt2 x KAXAB, each of order /»; they have generators yi=g2(l) x 1A1A1, y2= 1 x 1A^1A1, and y3= 1 x ÍAIA«^. Now modulo tt2, p2 identifications must be made, in order that property B be satisfied.
Thus the identification group R has as generators The case y=0 need not be considered as then the group R, modulo tt2 would have only order /», because yx e tt2.
We will distinguish two cases: (1) i^O mod/? and (2) i=0 but/'^O mod p. First we must describe some additional structure of the building blocks.
4.4. We next use the fact that the map L2 -»■ L\ must be simplicially of dimension 2, (3.1.1). We will actually work with the map/: 7r2xK2-+L\, and require that the map/and maps g and g' below respect the identifications made in 7r2 x K2 to form L2.
Thus we assume we have a mapg: tt2xK2->(2-skeleton ofL'x) satisfying (3.1.1) and alter g slightly to get a map g' which is well behaved on B22. Set g'=g on fa1 (1-skeleton of L'x) as this set does not intersect B22. Next, let a be a 4-simplex of L\. Then/_1(^) consists of/? copies of X and on each of these/is a copy of the map q0: X-> s*. We will look at one of these copies of X and use this structure with no reference to the copying homomorphism. Now So Ci (2-skeleton of i4) consists of isolated points and if x e So n a2 is such a point then the fiber S1 xx' of the tubular neighborhood N of So at this point satisfies S1xx'<=(J2. Then g(S'xx')c d2 and we may vary g by a homotopy so that gXS1 x x')=x e a2, maintaining the condition that g'(y) e ö if f(y) e a. Thus we obtain g' which agrees with/on qo'1 (2-skeleton j4). We can go a bit further and have g' =f on a neighborhood of qô1 (2-skeleton of s4), or what is the same, g' =f except near the dual 1-skeleton of 7r2 x K2. This enlarges the image of g' to L\ -N', where Zv" is a neighborhood of the dual 1-skeleton of L\. This enlargement is harmless, as we may always retract L\-N' back to the 2-skeleton of Li. Now return to our copy of X. The balance of the q0(S1 x x')=x, where
are near the dual 1-skeleton of s*. Furthermore they cannot be collapsed to x, as this would cover the dual 1-skeleton and it is essential that g(L2) misses the dual 1-skeleton. It would therefore appear that g' can be so chosen that for such an x', S1 x x' maps to S1 x x with degree 1, where S1 x x is the corresponding fiber of the tubular neighborhood at x e s4. Another rather tedious argument shows that this is indeed the case. 4.5. This supplements (4.1). There is a unique point yt e 8D2 such that q0:X = S1xD2x[0,l]^si sends .S^xjjXO to b¡, i=0,..., 4. Then qôKb) = S1 x D2 x l, qö\c) = S1 xy, x t, where c = tb + (l -t)bh Oár< 1. Note that b together with all such c's constitutes the dual 1-skeleton of s*.
In D2 we choose a point y^yit /'=0,...,4, and five arcs a,, i=0,...,4, where ce, has end points y and yh and ce, n a.¡= 0, i^j. Let IF=1J,4=0 (S1 x >>, x [0, 1] u S1 xce,x 1). Then t70(IF) = (dual 1-skeleton of s*)=skx and IF is homeomorphic to 51xí¿1. Also the projection q'0: S1xsk1 -^skx differs only a little from q0. In particular, qa(w) and q'0(w) lie in the same open simplex of j4 for each we W. Finally, note that <£¡ leaves W invariant and that <f>t on W= S1 x skx is just a rotation on the first factor.
4.6. Case 1, /'^O mod/». We choose an arc ß in the space KAqxXAxskx with end points of the form x0 and lA^Alix,,). (lA^Al) does act on KAXAskx. Let ß+ =ß together with its iterates under lA^Al. Then ß+ is a loop; we will assume that ß+ is a topological 1-sphere, which it is if ß is carefully chosen. Now 1 AlAq0 : KAQi XAxw -> KAQi XAxskx and that part which maps onto ß + is S* x ß + with 1A1 Aq0 \ Sl x ß + being essentially the projection. Now S1x/S+eA'AAAH^A'AA'A/ic=522, and y^ leaves Sxx/3 + invariant. It is the specific way in which y2y3 acts on S1 xß+ that makes it impossible to carry out this construction. To wit, y3 effects a rotation of S1 through an angle of 2m\p radians and y2 a rotation of ß+ through an "angle" of 2-rr¡p. Now g' maps the torus S1 xß+ to another S1 xß in L'x and this map is of type (l,p), i.e., of degree 1 on S1 (proved in 4.4) and of degree/» on ß*. Next choose coordinates (8, <f>) for S1 xß+, 8, <f> in the reals mod 1, and let S' be the set of all (8, id) in S1 xß+. Then S' is a 1-sphere wrapping once around the S1 factor and i times around the ß + factor. Then y2y3(8, i8) = (8+l¡p,i8 + i¡p) so that S' is invariant under y2y3. Now as the points of S' are identified (in forming L2) we see that g' takes S' to S1 x$ by a map of type (/»A, /»). But by the above g' | S' is of type (/,/»). This contradicts the fact that MO mod/». 4.7. It remains only to consider case 2, i.e., i=0modp buty'^Omod/». The argument in this case is much the same, except that ß + must be defined differently. We choose an arc ß in KAQi XAxskx with endpoints of the form x0 and (IA^jAI)^. Now let ß+ be ß together with its iterates in the space tt2 x KAqi XAskx under the map g2(l)x IA^jAI. (See 4.3.) Then 7X7273 leaves S1xß+ invariant. Proceeding äs in (4.6) we find a contradiction to the fact that y^O mod p. This completes the proof.
III. Classification Spaces for Ap 5. A compact, 2-dimensional classifying space. The following construction is due to E. E. Floyd. Let p be a fixed prime and let «¡=/»2', i'=0, 1,.... We will construct regular, 2-dimensional CIF-complexes Kt, free actions of Zn¡ on K{ and maps/ : Kt + x -> Kiy equivariant with respect to the usual epimorphism Zni+l -> Znr Let Ki=Zni * Si, where * denotes the join and S¡ is a 1-sphere. Zn, acts on Kt by translation on ZB( and by rotation through an angle of 27r/«¡ on the second factor. Thus A", is Si together with «( oriented 2-cells, {xet: xeZnt} with the boundary formula «9(xe¡) = S(, for all x eZ", and i=0, 1,2,.... 
